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Which?craft in Post-War Britain: The Consumers'
Association and the Politics of Affluence·
Lawrence Bla Ie
Con umption has recently acquired key importance in re-interpreting po t-war
British politic . Ina Zweiniger-Bargielow ka has argued the nservati e con-
tnlction of a popuJar alliance in oppo ition to rationing and control was crucial
to their electoral recovery after 1945 and in ecuring an advantage among women
voters. A wealth of e idence indicates Labour, by contrast had cant purchase
on affluence in th later 1950s. It was not only, as Amy Black and Stephen
Brooke would ha e it "Labour' befuddlement at the problem of women and
gender" but that it was ambi alent, if not ho tile towards the goods, \iii tyle
and valu as ociated with consumeri m and the people obtaining and elthibiting
them. Other factors blur differentiation between the partie . Both were affiliated
to the world of produetio through their busine and trade union links. Rich-
ard Findley has contended the on rvative abolition of resale price maintenance
(RPM, whereby manufacturers f\Xed retail price ) in 1964. aroused electorally
deleteriou oppo ition from manufacturers and backbenchers. And while Labour
con umeri ts were rare commodities as i argued here, Labour re i ioni m made
an important contribution to the Con umers' As ociation ( A).'
Thi focus on consumeri m corrects the neglect of it by narrative like political
consensus or hi torians' consuming pas ion with production and work. It ari e
from rethinking Britain' much vaunted "decline' as, for example, the tran ilion
to a po I-industrial ociety. Ln Matthew Hilton' bands how the consumer • in-
tere tn was variously articulated and gendered become a mean to unlock mod-
ersi of !hi paper have been deli ere<! 81 the P ific nference on Briti h tudi .
Sonoma tate ni ersity (2003); Organized umers in 20th entury Europe, I Hilda' liege.
Oxford (2003) and The Hi ory of Consumption: InterdiscipLinary Perspecti conference.
University (200L); the Universiti of 19ary. Lethbridge, Bri 101, Glamorgan and lnsticule of H'
loneal R h, London. Particular thanks to M Ithew HillOn for commen and also 10 Peter Mellini
and Albion' referees; thanks to Richard hellion and Zoe Doye for UTCeS and 10 Michael YOWlg.
James Dougl • and Jim orthcott for correspondence.
'Ina Zweiniger-Bargielowska, Austerity in Britain: Rationing. ontrols and Q)IIsumption. 193 5
(Oxford. 2(00), ch. 5; Amy BLack, lepben Brooke, '1be Labour Party, Women and the Problem
of ender, 1951 :' Journal 0/British Studies 36 (1997): 450. Richard Findley. '1be onscrvali
Party and Defeat: the Significance of Resale Price Maintenance for the eneral lection of J964,"
Twentieth nfllT)' British History J2, 3 200 L): 327-53. See also Lawrence Black. Th Political
ultu1' o/the uft in Afflu nt Britain. 1951 : Old LAbour. Britam? ew York, 2003). ick
TiralSOO, "Popular Politi ,affluence and the Labour Party in the L95:' i.n ontmrporot')' British
History 1931-6/. cds. A. Gorst, L. Johnnwul. W. Scon Lucas (London, 1991).
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em citizenship and the configuration of private and public sphere . Hilton argues
CA po ed little challenge to the free market, but fashioned a critical privat.e
consumeri m that erved as a critique of the public economic phere, fore had-
owing modem ethical and anti-globalization agendas. This article conte ts Hil-
ton' conclusion by focusing more on A's etho and broad audience than on
its ideology and acti i t milieu?
The enlement of the Cold War has also generated intere t ince consum-
erism has a claim to being its ideological victor? The language of con umeri m
e m pervasiv wbether "we are all consumers now"; buy Klein' 0 Logo
the i ; or percei e policy and politic to be uffu ed by marketing I focus group .
While not being a con umers' republic, even with con umer society floun hing
(after its wartime abeyance), was Britain still more a nation of shoppers than
hopkeepers?4
Although as conceived by A and i magazine Which?, 'consum ri m" meant
the con umer mo ement and protection rather than an activity and identity
loaded with ymbolic political meaning or p ycbological ociation. Thj
hints at why, excepting Hilton. A' impact bas carcely been con eyed in
tudies like John Benson or Frank Mort' . Hi torical tudies bave focused
more on the social impact of con umerism on lei ure and lifestyle, on identitie
(particularly gender) and it cultural meaning nd Ie on organizational ex-
pre ion of con umeri m as a mo ement. A bridge the e theme but iIIu -
2Matthew Hill n.·· umer Politi in P t·War Britain," in The Politi of nsumption: {ateria}
ulture and itcenship in Europe and Ameri a. cds. Marlin Daunt n. Matthew Hillon (Oxford.
200 I), and Matthe Hill n.'1'he able of the heep. or. Private inu ,Publi i : The on·
sumer Revolution of the Twentielh Century." Post and Pres nI 176. I (2002).
3See Gary , An All· onsumin entllry ew rk, 2(00). p. I.
~For an 0 erview, Daunt n. Hill n. "Material Politi : An Introduction." in Politi of onsumption.
a mi Klein. 0 UJgO ew York. 1999): Joy Parr. Dom tic Goods: The Material. th Moral
and the Economi in the Postwar Yean (Toronto. 1999) IUd of Canada; Lizabeth ohen. A
onsumen' Republi : The Politi of M. oflSllmption in Postwar Am ri a ew Y rk. 2(02):
Thomas Hine.} Wont That! How We All Became Shoppers ew York. 2(02). David ler. Lobour
Parry pic (Edinburgh. 2002 . I greatly benefitted from an advance read of Matthew Hilton, on-
umerism in Twentieth- entuIJ' Britain: The Search or a Hi tori 01 fO\'t!ment ( brid e. 2(03).
SSec R. wagler." ·voluti nand Appli ti n of the term nsumerism: them and a1iati :. Jour·
nalof onsum r Affairs 2 .2(1 ): Rosemary It. The Femol nsum r (London, 1976). pt.
11.
6John Benson. The Ris of onsumer Soci t)' in Britain. 18 /9 0 (London, 1994), p. 234. Frank
Mort. ultures of nsumpt on: Masculiniti and Social Space in Lote T....V!1Itieth· entuIJ' Britain
(London. I ).
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trates others too. CA's scale alone make it crucial to understanding consumer-
i m in Britain after the 1950s. It was potent in representing Britain as an affluent
ociety. CA's growth contrasts with Labour apparent difficulties with affluence
and the falling membership (from an early 19505 peak) of both main parties.
Arguably CA was articulating a con umer "interest" more effectively than both.
This i a familiar enough thesi about po t-war BritaiO-()f the diversification
of social identiti di ipation of clas politic and proliferation of ingle-is ue
pre ure group .7 In CA' case it has much to recommend it-()Ccupying the
energies of Peter Goldman and Michael Young (CA' guiding spirit) chief
authors of the victorious Labour and on ervative manife to in the 1945 and
1959 elections respectively. Both were vital backroom party brain lured into
CA's orbit. CA i a useful test of thi thesis but it would ill-behoove its history
to reduce it to political term . Tradition of social thought and idea of consumer
policy were as relevant. CA was not a political party, nor understandable in
exclusively con umerist term its influence were wider and ambition loftier.
It was negotiating consumerism' public private and political borders and mean-
ing-indeed the scope of "the political" itself was being re..<fefined. CA viewed
affluence in quite specific way . Any wider ocia.1 chang read off CA have
to be mediated by an understanding of Which?craft, CA' practice and etho
which thi article explores.
I
Like Sputnik. Which? was launched in October 1957. Its ri e eemed as rapid
and was longer-lasting. It claimed by its econd edition to have ·~robably...more
readers than any other quarterly in the country perhap even in the world."
50,000 members after ix month made CA the faste t growing oluntary asso-
ciation in Britain ince the war. Its 100 000th member haracteri tically a Mrs.
Harri on from Oxford, rewarded with a trip to an electrical te ting labora-
tory-was achieved before the end of 1958. Local consumer group tarted-up
in 1961 under CA's auspice, numbered almost 100 by 1965.8 The International
Organization of Consumer Unions (l0CU) for which Michael Young fund-raised
from organization like the Ford Foundation was founded at The Hague in
1960. It had member organization in twenty- even countie by the end of the
196Os-many of which received tart-up donations from CA.9
7See recently, Adam Lent, British Social Movtrm(!/lL sin~ 19~5: Sex. Colour. Peoce and Power
(Basingstoke, 2(01); Wyn rant. Pressure Groups and British Politi (Basingstoke, 2(00), pp.
21 15.
'Which? (Winler 195 ): 3; (Spring 1958): 3; (Winter 1959): 35. Whl h? went monthly in April
1959. Christina Fulop, The Conwmer Movemerrt and the CollSUmer (London, 1977), p. 38.
9 A Council minu (20 January 1959), nsumers' iation Archive, London (hereafter cited
eM). Foo Oaik Sim, IOCU on the Record: A Docu~/ary History of the International Qr..
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CA's own take-off was funded by a grant from the progre ive Elmhirst
Trust ackers of Young' alma motu, Darrington Hall. Dorothy Elmhirst had
previously made grants to the prototype con umer organization the American
Consumers Union (CU) formed in 1936. A $6,000 donation from further
aided CA and close links were ustained with CU. Dorothy Goodman an Ameri-
can in London and A founder later became an as ociate editor of U'
monthly, onsumer Reports. 10 On the basi of CU' record, pollster Mark
Abram predicted a membership ceiling of 250,OOO-which A topped by the
end of 1959. By 1969 A' e penditure and income exceeded £1 million and
its membership 600,000. Five tart-up taff had become more than 300 by 1970.
Its first hom story CA often related, and remini cent of the Co-Op' origin
in a Rochdale back- treet-a decrepit hed in Bethnal Green, oon was left for
office in High Holborn in 1960 and later in Westminster. I I
Which? undertook what it wa fond of de cribing a "hone t fact-find-
ing"-empirical, comparative re earch into the functional worth of con umer
durable ." A' concern i with the de ign of goods from the point of iew of
their efficiency, their convenienc and their safety in relation to their price:
Which? editor Eirly Roberts explained in 1966. Ethical i ue were not upper-
mo t in CA' mind-ind d it admined teting hair color restorers on mice in
1960:2
The "I'm Backing Britain" campaign, which fleetingly flowered as Britain'
economy and balance of paymen no e-di ed in 1967. e cited linle uppon..
A wa all for aiding the Briti h economy but by improving quality and alue
not con urner autarky. It h Id linle truck ith buying a product because of
national origin. The first edition of Motorin Which? in January I 2 criticized
all ix Briti h cars it t ted i Briti h Motor orporation (BM Mini had to
be replaced) finding most fa or in a Volkswagen. The Dai!.l Expr ' chief
motoring corre pondent, Basil arde eethed: .. <>-<:ailed con urner iation
devote their time to harsh critici m of Briti h goods '; uch reports "were gle -
fully eized upon by 00: foreign competitors" and accu ed A members of
gOlf ation of onsumer nions Yonkers. 1 ). Th onsum r Mo\ ment: Uclll by olston
E. Warn • ed. R.i hard Morse aMatllln. Kan. I ). p. 200. In onsumers' M vemc:nt Archive.
Kansas tate niversity.
I~ans B.ThoreIli. Sarah . Thorclli. onsumer lit/ormation Handbook: Europe and orth Americo
ew Yor1c. 1974), p. 19. Elmhirst al donated to 'forerunner, osumers' R h. Morse.
nsum r \'('ment. pp. 27. 61.
IIAbrams in Brook. "The Discriminating onsumer," paper to British Institute of Management
14th Annual ference overnber 1959). p. IS. AA A27. A. r\\ Ifth Annual Report 0 the
Consumus' A ociat on (1 9). pp. 4. 11. H'hi h? and onsum . A ociation (London, 1965). p.
S.
12 irlys Roberts, 'pan in the design of Products.. (2 June I • AA A27. Whl h. Sep-
tember 1960): 205.
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"paying to upport a campaign against Briti h exports, British industry and Brit-
ish employment.." CA director Casper Brook was keen to pursue a libel case
against the Express. 13
Anxious to quash any notion that it was anti-Briti h, CA was a quiet pro-
European. "CA as a body has no view on the common market," it declared
during Britain's first application in 1962. When Young told the Daily Mail in
the same year that Europe meant that "after contracting for so long oUI imme-
diate world may begin to enlarge ,. he was referring to the 10 of empire but
this also applied to his consum ri t vi ion for re ersing Britain' decline. 14
Young attended (as an observer) a meeting of consumer representativ from
the ix members in Brussels in 1961 and hi 1960 polemic The hipped While
Cups of Dover, was finnly pro-European.15
or were tyle, fashion or aesthetic CA' metier-it avoided recommending
"best buy' in uch in taoces. "We can say that an electric iron i safe or a
refrigerator efficient because we have tested it," a 1959 Which? editorial detailed.
"we cannot say that the iron looks good or that the refrigerator looks ugly:' CA
was "not concerned with appearance ," but ergonomic were of interest and it
endorsed the London Design Centre et up in 1956 by the Council for Industrial
Design. Roberts often sat on its judging ~els as "a critic who would not be
seduced by prettin for prettine ' sake.',16
CA could hardly avoid inferring on taste and lifestyle or expressing cultural
preferences-often by what was not said or ~ ted. but also because its anxiety
that enjoyment of affluence bould not become arrant materiali m and hould
be improved through better goods and buyers could err towards the puritan or
ascetic. An early Which? edition on "Drying the family wash" concluded the
"best method" was "a country garden a stiff breeze and a unny day." Not
terrifically useful advice to residents of "Coronation Street" or high-rise housing
or rainy Britain! It is bard to envi ion the "swinging sixties" from the pag of
Which? or CA' sober discussions but this might refurbi h OUI impres ion of
affluence and moderate the more izzling accounts of the 19605. 17
l) Daily Express (12 and 14 April 1962). Legal advice from eviUe Faulks Q.C. and Brook'
memo in CA Council MinUleS (14 May 1962). Doily Mirror ("They take the small British car for
a ride"-II January 1962) also argued Which? unfair to British cars, see M. Healy, "Reactions
to the Car Supplement" A Council minutes (12 Febnwy 1962).
14CA Council minutes (15 October 1962). Young, Doily Moil (23 0 ember 1962).
ISWhicJr? (August 1961): 206. Michael Young, 1M Chipped Whl/~ Cups of Dol dis iOtl
of 1M possibility of a new progressive party (London, 1960), pp. 5, II.
A ews.," Which? (July 1959): 63. CA helped establish a Centre for Consumer &gonomi
at Lougbborougb Uni ersity in 1970. "The Taste-makers," Sunday Timu (25 May 1963).
" Which? (August 1959): 99. Arthur Marwick, 1M Sixties: Cultllrol R~'Olulion in Briloin. F~.
/ul1)' and 1M Uniled Stales c. /958-<./914 (Oxford. 1998).
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Te ts of "Pep" pill (at Tony Cro land's behest) and contraceptive (in 1963)
uggest CA was alive to contemporary issues in the 'penni ive society." But
the latter was available only as a special upplement and researched despite the
unease of Catholic taff. A understood affluence to ha e gi en ri e to greater
expectation and potential for an improved quality of life, but was no guarantor
of this. More cars meant conge tion even more food-as e inced in Which?'
te ts on limming methods equired managing. A retained an admiration for
the elf-control ubsi tence enforced and abundance threaten "don't eat be-
tween meal" potential dieters were told. I That the Good Food Guide, founded
by ociaJi t gourmet Raymond Po tgate in 1951 was publi hed in conjunction
with CA from 1963 tempers an unduly bland picture of A. But areas like
youth culture despite Abram ' estimate that The Teenage Consumer accounted
for orne ix percent of consumer pending, were notably ab ent from Which?19
Like (though not only due to) Labour revi ioni Sweden and the U.S.A.
were reference points for CA. A Peter Goldman aw it A' etho exhibited
a little of both "the ociali tic Swede" and U' "cold war again t salesman-
hip." Swedi h product labeling was a fa ored model of A' research pin-off
the Research Institute for Con umer Affairs (RJ A). American con umer cam-
paigner Ralph ader who truck fame with hi 1965 indictment of car safety
Unsafe at any Speed, was regularly cro -referenced in debat about motoring
safety. But there was no Briti h ader A operated incrementally not mili-
tantly like ader's corporate raiders. Such functionali m was al at odds with
the Swedi h Institute for Con umer Research. Founded by wartime women'
organization and state run from 1957 the Institute ubscribed to a national
logan of "more beautiful thing for e eryday use.'.20
A' utilitarian tyle al 0 contrasted with the Labour revi ioni t emphasi on
the quality of life beside standard of living. For ro land affluence required
the Webbs' and Fabian mphasi on efficiency to yield to a more relaxed, plu-
ralis full enjoyment beside employment, aesthetici m not ascetici m. So,
too. th free-market Institute of Economic Affairs (lEA), which felt, ith rising
standards leisure counts for more and the marginal utility of not bothering about
I Wh h? (AUlUmD 1958) and "Slimming Foods" (JWlC 1961): 13 3.
I A couocil minu (14 February I 2): Whi h? 0 ember 1962). A. O:mtrOCqJtWe.s (London.
1963). Transcript of interview with Roberts. p.21. AA A26. Good Food Guide (196 : vi.
Marie Abrams, The Te nage nsumer (London, 1959), pp. 7-9.
lOpdel' Goldman. "Coosumcrism-An or iencei' Journal of tM Ro '01 Society of Arts (August
1969): 3. RJ A,lnjormoJi\ lAbe1/in: The Swedish System (London, I 3). Barbara Ie (Trans-
port Minister 196 , who introduced t bel • breathalysers, and speed Iimi ) on ader. Foaa
(Sepcember 1966): 1 . Ralph ader, Unsafe at A,,>' ~ed: The Designed-in Dangers ofth American
Automobile ew York, 1965). onsumer Rc:searc:b in Sweden," Which? (Autumn 1 57): 31. For
Canadian parallels, PIIT. Domestic Goods. ch. 4.
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marginaJ utility grow ,.21 Yet CA was invariably bothered about preci ely the
marginal utility of thi or that washing machine. This pertained to con urneri Ill.
as Marghanita Laski (Harold Laski's niece and prominent con umer journalist)
pointed out in 1958:
one can en a ituation when the shopper, thoroughly infonned to whal .
efficient, economical. labour- Ying and useful, bu il and is sad, imply because
the one thing she docsn'l Iilce about il is the way it 100 . And we shall have got
our values miserably wrong if we fail to weigh the pleasures of the
against reason and don't ionaUy reject what is efficient, economical, Iabour-
sa\'ing and useful and ugly for what has far I of these good qualiti bUI i
still a pleasure to taSte and touch and smell and see.
Perhap thi was why Laski was reluctant to join CA.22 For d pite its r i ioni t
influence CA could not and would not speak to thi i ue. Asa Briggs relates
Young' dynamism as a ocial re earch r to the Webb ere was more than
a whiff of Fabiani m in CA' dislike of the waste it saw in ad ertising and i
anti-frivolous, puritan instincts. Beatrice Webb' The Discovery ofthe Consumer
~192~ was oft n cited as a tarring point for understanding modem con urner-
1m.
Which? prid d itself on no-non ens languag "Which? Engli h"-illumi-
nating the faJ e claims and opaque rhetoric of adverti ing. It was a rare moment
of effusion when A declared an intellectual debt " imultaneously to Adam
Smith and Tom Paine." It aimed to "enlighten the ignorant" and "wither the
establishment by que ttoning the value of the goods and service it pro ided,"
all "in the name of the rights of man" and the belief that consumption was the
nee of economic acrivity.24 But CA was apt to prolix vindication of its
methods and activitie . Thi was apparent to Which? readers, wbo complained
it was "too long-winded" and hould "come to the point." ro land remembered
the governing CA council "was not the mo t taciturn council" and would read
the Evening Standard "when proceeding bored him.'.25
Crosland was not CA's "best buy" re i ioni t. That had been Denis Healey
who (like Wilfred Fienburgh, another revi ioni t and temporary CA offiee man-
21 onsumer Research in Sweden." Wlrlch? Autumn 1957): 31. . A. R. rosland, 1M Fururo 01
Soclofism London, 1956). J. K.. Galbraith. The AjJ1uent SocieJ)1 (London, 195 ). R. Harris, A.
Seldon, Athwrislng and the Puoll (London, 1959), p. 226.
22 Shopper's Guide (Spring I 5). A council minu (2 October 1956, 17 ovember 1957).
Laski donated £SOO to CA' SlaIt-up.
23Asa Bri , MlchoeJ Young: Soclof E~pnneur (B in oke, 2001). Jeremy Milchell, "The on.
SUOlCf Movemenl and Technological benge," In/emotional Social Scimce Joumal 25, 3 (1973):
35 .
24"The How and Why of Wlrich?,~Domestic Equipment Trader (January 1964): 31. Paul Aeu:ber,
"When we were very young," Wlrich? (October 1967): 2~ 1.
U A Marketing Division, "Resul of Monthly OrMibus Questionnaires" (January 1971 , p. 66.
AA All. Crosland in "Procecdin of Consumer Assembly," London (3 0 ember 1967), p. I .
AA A67. illys Roberts, Wlrlch? 15: CollS'llmer:s' Associa/ion /957 1 (London, 1 2), p. 59.
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ager) barked back to Young's day in Labour headquarters at Transport House.
Healey was as forthright as Cro land, but Ie louche, more sober. Otberwi
Cro land was an obvious choice with knowledge of consumer i ues acquired
as secretary until 1958 of the Gaitskell Commi ion urveying the Co-operati e
mo ement.26
In part, CA attracted and fashioned a imilarly stem audience. Amongst criti-
ci rns of Which? that emerged from a 1962 urvey were: "the use of Engli h
in Which? i becoming Arnericani cd e.g. pack instead of package"; "the use
of colour...i a conce ion to glamour" and "some reports are frivolous e.g.
electric socks." One member wrote to complain at the occasional "cornie draw-
ing .'.:17 Thi eamestne was evident in CU' Consumer Report. too where
• record review" dealt with classical music only.28 E en where popular pastim
were as essed Whi h?' sobriety was pr ent. A te t on beer noted .. ome of
our members must be teetotalers by conviction." CA admitted that fashion tra-
dition and habit haped drinking preferen and ince "taste differ" ab tained
from naming a "best buy." ewspaper flat eason racing prediction were ap-
prai ed from 1947-59. The Daily Telegraph and Expr tip ters were applauded
for orne easons in the black, but it was concluded that "anyone who enjoy
racing and betting i obviously prepared to pay for it .29
Hire-purchase scheme personal taxation and consumer law also fell within
A' remit Local and legi lative campaigning evolved to upplement testing.
A was one of veral oluntary regulatory bodie, like the Ad ern ing Stand-
ards Authority (ASA), attendant upon affluence. It regularly submitted to Go -
ernment enquiri and claimed influence in the appointment of the 1959 Molony
Committee on Con umer Protection and legi lation thereafter. By 1980 The
Times reckoned A had • filled more pag of the statute book than any other
pre ure group thi century. 0
26 A iI minu 17 0 ember I 57, 13 February 195 ).
21J sepbine lilTord-Smi!h (Membership seaewy ,"Inquiri by A members and !he publi " (2
January 1962) in 0UDCi1 minu (January I 2). Draft (Of ew Society, "Who Reads Whi h?"
26 October 1962), p.1 AA Al7.
Sec 'collect.ion, onsum Un on rev/no. et. / I recordings lndianapol' , I 73) and S ie
McKellar, " 'The Beauty o( Slarlc tilicy': rational COl\S\1Il1Jltion in America onsumer Rcpons
193 54," in Utility R d: The Rol 01 Elhi in lhe Procli e 01 Design eel. Judy Attfield
ew York., 1999).
29"Beer," Whi h? (August 1960): 167 9. "Racing olTCSpOllden :' Which? (Marcll 1960): 6G-61.
3O.'Hire Purchase Enquiry"; Douglas Houghton. MP (General Sccrewy, Inland Revenue taff Fed-
eration), "How to Reduce your Income Tax," Which? (Spring 195 ). Da id Tench The Low lor
Conswrtus (London, 1962), H. Cole, A. Diamond, The Consumer and the Low (Manchester, 1960).
The Timn (10 April 199o).
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CA figures were rapidly assimilated into policy-making circles. The first chair
of the Consumers' Council, the regulatory authority and information service
created by the Conservatives after Molony reported in 1963, was Baroness Elliot
of Harwood, an ex-CA vice president, who remained an honorary vice president
of RICA. Under Harold Wilson Young chaired the Social Science Re earch
Council and later the National Consumer Council (NC ) created in 1975. Jeremy
Mitchell, Which?'s deputy research director between 1958 and 1962, joined the
new National Economic Development Office in Millbanlc Tower in 1965.31
But CA took neither government money nor advertisements, fearing its test
verdicts would be perceived as lacking independence. CA discouraged manu-
facturers citing Which? in adverts and referred the i ue to the ASA in 1965
when (in an endorsement of the ~wer of Which?'s trademark "best buy")
ninety-seven cases were detected.3 It was, like many critics of the affluent
society keptical of advertising. Evidence was submitted to Labour's Adverti -
ing Enquiry in 1962. In 1968 Eirlys Roberts fumed against Unilever and Proctor
and Gamble-the £60 million expended adverti ing washing detergents could
have built 20 000 new homes-and highlighted a 1966 Monopolies Commi sion
report requiring both companies to reduce their advertising (and therebj price)
since the total sale of washing detergent had not grown since 1956.3
Critics, like the rEA, charged CA was anti-advertising. Another busine
lobby, Aims of Industry read Eirlys Roberts' Consumers and its discussion of
consumerism's "egalitarian motive," as a form of "practical anti-capitali m." A
favorite accusation was that CA' promotional spending was (proportionally)
"unmatched, so far as one can ascertain in the world of commerce" compared
to its professed raison d 'eIre, testing and research. CA found the nub of the
charge hard to refute.34 In 1961-62 research expenditure increased by fifty-two
percent and adverti ing by 230 percent; in 1967-68 re earch exceeded promo-
tional spending by I than 1.5 percent.3S Its defen e was that Which? was not
available at newsagents and whilst "some people sub cribe on recommendation
31 Which? (October 1965): 287. MilCbell was Ia1ef SSR SCCTC1AIy and ational umer CoWlCil
director.
32..WhJch? and Advertisers," Which? (March 1966): 67.
H"Eirlys Roberts Writes,- Which? (June 1968): 163. A., Sixth AlUlUal Repon (1962-63), p.14.
Labour Party, Report 01 a Commission 01 Enquiry into Advertising (Loodon, 1966), p. 201.
34 lisabeth HoWton, Which? Put to the Test (Aims of Indusuy Study o. IS, 1967), pp. 3, 12.
Eirlys Roberts, Omnnners (London. 1966). Tborelli and Tborelli, CofISImI(!T In/onnatiun HaMboolc,
p. 18, estimates for 1971 that 28010 of CA' income went 10 promotioo and 23% 10 research and
testing.. R. Dunstan, "Which? Hun,," Twetlti th Century 176, 77. I (1968-69): 14.
3S_ACCOUIIts for 1961/62," CA counciJ minutes (4 June 1962). CA, Fifth AnnJ4Q/ Report (1961-62),
p. 3, showed more was spent 00 producing and distributing Whi h? through 1960-62 than 00 testing.
Twelfth Annual Report 1968-(9), p. 1I.
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from friends...the great majority of new members only join as a re ult of our
advertising." In 1961-62, press adverts yielded 42,660 new members compared
to 1,924 recruited from inserts in other publications and 518 from direct mai1.36
CA was adept at self-marketing. Advertising paid, CA' example would seem
to evince, and even successful products like Which? needed promotion. Attract-
ing media anention was a kill CA learned early. Its launch received extensive
press coverage. 37 It featured in Punch cartoons and on TV' That was the Week
that Was. Although it was less clear in the latter case whether TW3' report on
religion-"handy little faith.. .if you want tran ub tantiation you can have it, if
you don't you don't have to"-was satirizing religion or Which? earoe t
tyle.3 Motoring Which?'s launch in 1962 saw Eirly Roberts interviewed on
lTV new and car project officer, (the aptly named) Maurice Healy, on BBC
Midland TV and radio news. There was wide mainstream pre s and motoring
journal interest-if not alway po itive or concerned to defend its own comer
in the case of Motor the market leader.39
Impre sions mattered to CA. It was chary of thi in others (particularly busi-
nes) but took its own profile seriously. Professional designer (for Gala Toy
and CND) Ken Garland was employed to re-design Which? in 1962.40 It already
used more glo sy paper and photo than the dowdy, part-government funded
Con umer Advisory Council' Shopper's Guide-Which?' chief competitor to
1963. Shopper's Guide was revamped by Cli e Labovitch and Michael Heselt-
ine's Commarket Pre in 1962. A CA Christmas song howed CA felt the
advertising needs ofCommarket' other magazines Topic and Town would com-
promise test reports and some light-hearted anxiety: "competition' stiff for
Which?-with Heseltine and Labovitch." With falling sale Shopper's Guide
was folded by Commarket. CA abetted by offering its ubscribers Which? as
an altemative.41
}6 A." otes for CA speakers" (September 1970), p. II. AA A65. "Membership Promotioo:' pp.
11-12. CA unci! Minutes (4 June 1962. 14 May 1962-LegaI advice from eville Faullcs, Q..).
)7Stanley A1deTsoo, "Buy the Impro ed Whi h?," The Mf11W er (July/August 1959): 472-73. '1be
Press Greets R," Which? (Winter 195 ): 20.
3 Bernard Levin, The Pendulum Yeors: Britain and the Sixti London, 1970), p. 321.
39HeaJy, "Reactions to the Car Supplemcol," A ouncil minut (12 February 1962).
4O..Whi b? Layout and Design." A Council minut 14 May 1962)
·'Funding came via the Women's Advisory Committee of the British Standards Institution. Song in
Transcripc of interview with Joan Meier, pp. 172-73 AA A13: "Can't you see them arguin When
the first lab repon comes in?-If brand 'A' comes out 100 Topic and ToWl'\ might I that
ad:' On relations with Shopper's Guide and Co1'7l1M1'W, Joan Meier to Brook (9 January 1963) and
discussioo documeo , AA A27. Sarah Franks, "Selling Consumer Protection: Competitive Stralegies
of the Consumers' Association. 1957 to 1990" (M. Phil. diss., UniVeT'Sity of Oxford, 20(0), pp.
3s-46.
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In Sarah FranJes' model CA's chief skill was in eking out, expanding, and
dominating the consumer infonnation market. But thi booming market was as
characterized by curio as competitiven . Romance publishers Mill and Boon
i ued a hopping guid in 1961. Elizabeth Gundrey Shopper' Guide's editor,
was the most prolific presence. Laski contributed consumer opinions to the Ob-
server from the mid-1950s. Besides Which? and Shopper's Guide, 1957 also
saw a "Consuming Interest" column start up in the onservative weekly The
Spectator followed by a "Value Judgment" column in the New Statesman and
"Infonnation" in The Listener. From 195 I The Ccnsum r intennittently emitted
from a free trade anti-rationing group the Cheap Food League aping Cobden'
nineteenth-century anti-<:<>m law politic .42
II
Characteristic of CA' marketing savvy was its use of opinion polling: to
represent and target its members and by dint of the i ues raised, to define them
and fashion "consumer opinion." Poll revealed the products members wanted
tested (TVs, washing-machine spin-driers vacuum, and electric ba er
topped the first poll with twenty-five percent requeting washing detergents)·
their opinion on i ues like RPM (a 1961 survey found three-quarters for its
abolition, excepting certain goods) and their socio-economic tatus.43
The latter was middle class in the main-eighty-four percent of Which? ub-
scribers owned a car in 1967, compared with forty-eight percent of all house-
holds; twenty-five percent earned upwards of £3,000 compared with two percent
of the population. "The model Which? family, ' CA found in 1964, "takes the
Daily Telegraph Sunday Express and Reader's Digest." It was middle-aged
too-one third were aged thirty- ix to forty-fi e, but only eleven percent under
twenty-five and five percent over icty-five. Even in lighter moments CA di -
closed its middling sort and attitude towards humbler consumers. One member
told: "I have just had a conversation with my char about detergents and asked
if she had heard of Which? he said 'yes, he had seen it on the telly-and
heard that it washed best of all. ",44
42Gilda Lund, You and Your Shoppin (London, 1961). otably, Elizabeth Gundrey, Your Money's
Worth: A Handbook/or Connunus (Harmondswonh: 1962).~ Consumer (SUII'IJnef 1956): I 16.
AA A29.
4) Which? (October 1959): 123. Public Attitude urvey Rqxln, "A Posul Survey condueted among
subtcribers to Which? mapzine cooceming attitude to resale price mainlClWlce" (August 1961).
CM A14.
"CA, "Noces for CA speak.ers," p. 7. Gallup Poll, Enquiry into Which? July 1962), p. 3b, AA
AJI reckoned members were three times likely u Britons a whole to be upper Of middle
c . Jeremy Mitchell, '"R.esuIu of Questionnaire sent to members of the Consumm' iatioo
in 0 ember 1964," pp. 12-13, 15. AA A27. Which? (December 1959): 178.
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Socially then CA was something of a consumer ari tocraey. CA' leaders
thought !hi problematic. Th y aspired to th potential unnised by the Pan-
typridd Observer that Which? "promi e to benefit the ordinary man and
woman." In September 1959 A Council agreed "to broaden the CA into an
organization for the purpo e of representing the con umer at larg ." Casper
Brook had urged the ouncil earlier in 1959 that as it was "part of our terms
of reference to spread con umer information as widely as po ible," it "ought
to be favourably di po d towards the publi hing of a popular Which?" Brook
envi ioned a Which? targeted not at its current clientele "the higher sociaVeco-
nomic group resumably tho e who least need to be discriminating in their
hopping/' but at what was described as «the Ie well-educated and much larger
market.,.,.5
The ubtext was clear: working-dass hoppers needed to be more discerning
in their con umption. Such patemali t critici m echoed the late-Victorian social
urvey like Rowntree' whose ocial empirici m CA (and Young in particular)
emulated. Young' 1960 study of uburban London noted a vital difference was
"that the working clas do not know how to pend all their extra money...they
have got a middle-das income without th ingrained middle-clas sense of how
to spend it.'· A consumer p ychology tudy corroborated this noting the relati e
ophistication and confidence of middle-cl purchasing techniqu .46
Other than local group and di counted ub criptions for trade unioni ts lim-
ited progre wa. made toward informing working-cIa buying habit .
Cro land, though ympathetic to a popular Which?, felt in 1959 A was <not
prof! ional enough yet' and hould "consolidate." on ervative Phillip Good-
hart was "horrified at the idea of a 'popular' Which?" though "thought...an
'Office Which?' a good idea." By 1962 ro land was persuaded A hould
have acce to lTV to help it ''reach am" rather than "mainly middle-class
audience" attracted by its BB program Choice.47
CA trove to break down popular re istance, but the best Roberts could con-
elud in 1966 was that membership had begun "to spread though slowly into
the kill d working elas :. Later in the 19605, Goldman' n ed there was "no
point in knocking one' head again t a brick wall" in terms of a more popuJar
publication. CA hould go to working-clas con umers if they ould not come
4S.'The Greets R.,.. p. 20. Paper' . and A council minu (13 September 1~59). .
Brook. "Where are we going?" p. 14. A council minutes (2 Febnwy 1959).
46peter Wilmott. Michlel Young. Famil and lass in a London Suburb (Harmondswonh, 1960).
pp. 117-18. EmeT Rodnigbt. "Attitudes to spending Money 011 onsumer Goods and~' : A
Small· Ie Psychological urvcy" (Febnwy 1965), pp. 5.9. IS, AA A14.
47Clifford-5mith. "lnquiri ." O' ion. tnordinary ouncil meetin minu 2 February
1959). . A. R. land. 1M nservali\ Enon' London. 1962). p. 65.
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to Which? Besides reports in the Daily Mirror, Goldman's model was Austrian
high street advice centers, cloned by CA in London from 1969.48
Which? for historians (not a niche directly catered for) offers insights into
middJe-dass life, with guidance on tipping etiquette, airport customs, credit
cards, and Ewopean au pairs, Richard Weight notes was a phenomenon whereby
"the middle classes...could fill the worst gap left by the withdrawal of the
British working classes from domestic service.'A9 A Drug and Therapeutics
Bulletin (another idea imported from CU) aimed to combat the medley of ads
for remedies that were a feature of popular magazin (uch that one "might
conclude...that the Briti h working-<:I are congenitally both constipated and
'nervy,'" Hoggarr noted). Laski' Ob erver column bad drawn attention to the
similarity of varieties of Aspirin. But most working-<:Ias hoppers, who invari-
ably bought second-band, bad little use for Which?'s focus on new goods. By
the later 19605 then, Which? was a mainstay of middJe-clas life. CA's Mar-
keting Divi ion report.ed the main reader interests in 1970 were home~ntered
activities-gardening or DIY, catered for from 1971 by Handyman Which? And
for those with alternatives to spending th re was Money Which? from 1968.50
In attitude too, CA can be regarded as something of a con umers' aristocracy.
It reveled in its member' reputation as "some of the...mo t rational people in
the country" who were "more knowledgeable and articulate about con umer
goods than the rest" CA members were typically well educated-<>ne third bad
a terminal education age above nineteen compared to seven percent of all Brit-
ons.
51 Social psychologist Peter Cooper' research in the British Journal of
Marketing po iting three tages of consumer evolution, was seized upon. Cooper
held modem housewives due to the credit they could acces and at the mercy
of marketing (stage two), had 10 t the tatus they enjoyed and the buying skill
and experience available in a large, extended family ( rage one). Stage three
would se housewive mature and "draw...on impartial information" of the sort
offered by Which? to "make informed choices and take control of their budget."
10 short, Which? was helping "combat the alleged deterioration in housewifery
Robens, Coruumen, p. I. Goldnlan. MAn Of Scieoce?,M pp. 5. Traoscripl of inlefView wilh
Goldnlan. p. 10 eM Al6. Robens, Which? 25, pp. 101.
49Which? (July 1961): 17 75; (July 1967): 2 14; (March 1968): 93 "Au Pair girb:' H'hi h?
(January 1969): 19-21. Richard Weight, Patriots: ationo/ldentity in Brilaln /94{)-2()()() (London,
2002), p. 48 .
soRobens, Which?25, pp. 15, 45. Richard Haggart, The U. es 01Ulerocy (Harmoodswonh, 195 ),
p. 97. "Resuhs of Moolhly Ormu1Jus Questioonaires.. (JlI1uary 1971), p. 55.
slRosc:mary McRobe11 ( A Deputy Director in !he 19 ) in!he~ Council' FOClIS. quou:d
in Which?(~ 1966): 275, Which? (Octobet" 1966): 307. MResui of Monthly Onmibus
Questionnaire" (January 1971), p. 4.
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standards." 10i placed it in a lon1 tradition of middle-class attempts at educat-
ing working-class housewifery. S
At the same rime as purporting its members were the "most consumer-<:on-
cious," CA presented itself as a "bewildered buyers club." In imagining the
con umer CA upposed that while affluence bad extended choice it had also
complicated i u for con umers. As Goldman explained, the advent of mass
production. distribution, credit and marketing, together with the technical goods
'<Which the Merlin of the laboratory have conjured into existence" meant ~e
po ition of the consumer though improving.. .in absolute terms was actually
worsening relative to that of th trader." Thi then was a Which? to counter the
hocus-pocus of the market and wi.zardry of technology, and an antidote to the
pell the market seemed to have cast over Britons. If till a '<David" compared
to the "Goliath" £360 million spent a year on adverti ing b~ industry CA'
target was to tilt the market' imbalance in consumer' favor. 3
It was not only that con umers were pre urized by adverti ing, bewitched by
choice, or mytified by technology. but that they lacked the prudence (and not
only requi ite information) to make informed choice. A often took a dim
view of consumers. As Roberts recalled in 19 2:
Remember or imagine) our fellow-countrymen they were in the early
19SOs...believin that society could be made much fairer....The shops were fuJI of
g ,ma.oy...ne and excitin ..wllshing mach' ,tele' ion ...syntheti leX-
til unknown before the war. o-one, however intelligent. much good al
sbopping...people...felt puzzled. unconfidenl and even resentful. They felt they
were 11 the mm:y of manufacturers and advertisers who...were well able to take
the general publi who knew nothing-for whatever ride they .~
Fabian faith in profi ional experti al 0 tied in he a 195 Fabian title
Efficien and the onsumer. was critical of consumers' lack of kill . That thi
related to traditions of cultural thought critical of mas society and of the mass
lack of discrimination and taste, epitomized by F. R. Leavi SCTlltin) w ug-
gested by the pilot or dummy) of the BB A-inspired hoice being dubbed
"scrutiny program." A was hardly alone among t con umerists in imagining
consumers thus. Gundrey 1967 book, Help worried "more than half the time
the bewildered citizen doe not know...aids exi t r where to locate them' and
S2wn· II? (January 1969): 3.
S)Brook. "300,000 bewildered buyers club together:' unda)' ;ri::en 23 June I 3). Goldman, "An
or Science?," p. S. ifl Roberts, "0 \rid and tiath," ObseTV(!r (9 June 1963).
~Robens, Jf!hi II? 15, pp. 9. Oi ging lendenci rernai 1 Os EO Shelia Mckeclalie
lold A staff that 40'10 of DeW shareholders receiving dividend chee from the Brilish G priva-
tization. thoughl they were bill and tried 10 pay them. Correspondenc:e ex A employee (7 January
2(01).




The perception of consum rs' abiliti whether they were sovereign (as in
liberal economic theory) or corralled by bu in (as the left sensed was key
to the politics of providing protection or education. CA believed consumers
required both enlightenment and protection; had rights but also responsibilities;
were entitled to protection from the state but should not rely upon it. Too much
protection might indeed limit the potential for making discerning hoppers. A
quality label was only as useful as its reader or as the editorial in the draft of
Which? put it, "an ounce of elf-help is worth a ton of spoon-feeding." One
"lady customer buying toothpaste" amused Which? and was reported under the
by-line "the hidden tenors of labelling," when he asked, "What i this 'c.c.'
stuff they're putting in toothpaste these day .. .it tastes awful.' 56 The Yorlcshir
Gazelle noted at CA' foundation that, "if prizes were given for intelligent hop-
ping we Briti h would be at the bottom of the league" and that CA had been
set up "to act as a watchdog.,,57 Joumali t Robert Millar' anatomy of con um-
eJ"S-()()m.mi ioned by CA under the title The Discriminating Consumer, but
disowned when it emerged critical of them entitled The Affluent SheeP:;:-Only
reinforced CA' •watchdog (or sheepdog) tendencies and detennination.5
Published in 1963, Millar's study asked "can consumers meet th challenge
set by the growth of affluence?' Was "the affluent society...to be a servant or
a master?" It concluded: "because of their own apathy carele ness and irre-
sponsibility, consumers are in danger of losing the war." Further bad news for
CA came in Millar's fmding that some working-clas hoppers thought Which?
was "in the pay of advertisers and manufacturers" only for middle-class use
and produced by "do-gooders.',59
Even CA's members complained it was too prone to imagine that in the case
of consumeri m Which? knew better what was good for the consumer than
consumers themselves. Just under half told the 1968 readers' urvey that they
found CA "sometime a bit smug about its own activities." The 1971 urvey
imilarly unearthed a sense that "reports are written with a self-righteous 'lcnow-
SSHilton, "Fable of the beep." CA Council Minu (February 19(0). lin Harbury. Ejfi ienC)'
and the CoflSlltneT (London, 195 ). Elizabeth Gundrey, Help (London. 1967). p. 5. See also Parr,
Domest' Goods, p. 96.
S6..Conswner Bulletin" (July 1956>, p. 1. AA A27. Which? (December 1966): 371.
S1,'The Press Greets CR," Whi h? (Winlef 1958): 20.
SIrbe study' progress can be traced in CA council minutes. Brook "Where are we goingT' (2
February 1959) reponed it "Well in band"; ( February 19(0) A tty 10 "dissuade" Millar.
but by (14 ~b 19(0) it assumed MiUar would publish it on his own.
S Robert Millar, 1M AJIlumt Sheep (London, 1963), pp. I 96.
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all' air" or were "too cocky, the consumer houJd be predominant not the Con-
umers' Association.,,6()
Women were central to CA' vi ion of consumers' particularly as housewi es,
with affluence perceived to have primarily impacted the private-domestic sphere.
1957's Festival of Women was Which?' planned launch pa "the precise sec-
tion of the community to whom we wi h to appeaL" In looking for test partici-
pants, CA wanted "practical men householders.• In women it ought the "prac-
ti ing hou ewife' and " en ible women...methodical not too imaginative."
Women were considered particularly prone to manipulation in the modem mar-
ketplac front covers of Which? typically showed wbite~ated male testers or
women hoppers confusedly gazing at an array of products.61
Which?'s take on consumption patterns were then warped by variables of
gender and c1as dering thi e idence of CA' outlook above all el . More
than reflecting consumption trends, CA' interest in household dom tic appli-
ances (washing machines, detergents, TV and refrigerators-although also cars
toy, photography equipment and in uranc were mo t tested by Which? to
1966) was freighting uch durable as ymbol of affluence. These actually con-
tituted a mall part of con umer spt;nding mailer still than tl}e faJling propor-
tion of rising incom pent on food.62 Though thi interest in washing machines
a\ 0 echoed the de ire to impro e working-clas consumption and housewifery.63
Other evidence queried Which?'s as umption that women constituted its pri-
mary market. A 1966 Marplan urvey of A joiners found it was most often
husbands who ent in a ubscription lip. or was Which? mattenti e to trends
in male consumption. "Se en years ago the idea was anathema," a 1961 test on
having lotion noted but sale bad increased tenfold between 1958 and 1960.64
By the later 19605 femini t commentators were noting how women' consump-
tion was eroding traditionaJly male markets in alcohol cigarettes, cars, and DIY.
6O..Resul of Monthly Onmibus Questionnaires" (January 1971), p. 66. Whidl? (April 1968): 128.
61 Young, 'hipped Whit ups, p. 10. "Draft programme for First half Year," in AS committee
minut (2 October 1956). Casper Brook. "Resc:arcb Routine," p, in A Council minutes (25
June 1958). See the covers of the 1 2nd, and 4th editions of Which?
62..eumu1ati e Index, 1957 ,.. Whi h? (De<:ember 1966): 3 8-400. Jim Tomlinson, "Ecooomic
growth, economic decline:' in 17te British lsi sinc~ 1945, ed. Kathleen Burk Oxford, 2003), pp.
I.
6}See Sue Bowden, Avner Offer, "Household appliances and the Use of Time: The United Sta
and Britain since the 19205," Eroncmi History' Review 47 (1994); Christine Zm.roczek, "l>iny
Linen: Women, C and Washing Machines, 192 19605," Women' Studi InJemoJioncl Fonmr
15 (1992).
64Marplan, R. 5226 "Why People Join Consumers 'ation" (September 1966), p.9. CAA A14.
Which (August 1961): 207.
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And, as Hilton bas argued, the consumer was represented in more middle-class
and gender-neutral terms by thi period.65
As salient as any particular constituency was the breadth of appeal CA aspired
to achieve. Testimony to this can be found in CA's 150 speaking engagements
in the six months after October 1961. These ranged from the British Disinfectant
Manufacturers Association to the Institute of Contemporary Art. Although hom
counties' Women's Institutes, Townswomen's Guilds. and homemaking evening
classes preponderated. Politically, Tories were keen t, with Young Conserva-
tives in Hounslow, Epsom. E her Swbiton Sevenoake , Woodside Park. Lower
Mitcham. Woodford, St. George's, Walton. and Barkingside addressed by CA.
but only two Labour meetings and one LiberaJ.66
Gender remained a touchy button for consumer writers. Poet Philip Larkin
unabashedly gendered Which?61 The Spectator's "Consuming Interest" column
was penned by "Leslie Adrian." an "apparently hermaphroditic" figure, whose
gender excited debate. Adrian also demonstrated Conservative difficulties over
RPM. In criticizing it (counter to many manufacnu-ers), Adrian bad to resort to
the Liberal Party journal New Outlook. Contributors, from Spectator deputy edi-
tor Bernard Levin to freelancers, nurtw'ed Adrian' ambiguity. Not least, as
anonymity guarded the writer from personal liability against manufacturers com-
plaints and libel action,68
CA certainly attracted critic of thi sort. Which? sent "cold shudders up and
down the pine" of the retail journal The Grocer. An electrical retailer described
CA as "self-appointed reformers...weU-meaning, but...making much ado about
00tbing.,,69 The Federation of Briti b Industry (FBI) extended a tepid welcome.
It complained to the BBC about Choice, broadcast from 1962 and based OD
Which? and Shopper's Guide reports. Their case was that while readers of these
publications were 'in the main a reasonably sophisticated group" who would
"Dot therefore accept the conclusions of the reports uncritically , the mas TV
audience was Dot so discerning. Carrying "the tremendous authority of the BBC"
and "the personal prestige of Mr. Richard Dimbleby" (the presenter and BBC'
6SS<:on, FemoJ(! Consumv, pp. 159-61. Manbew Hilton, "'Tbe Female Consumer aDd the Politi
of Coosumptioo in Tweotieth-Ccntury Britain," HistoricoJ JOllmoJ 45, I (2002).
~ enpgemen met by CA" (Oct. 196I-Mar. 1962), CA Couocil minUlCS (14 May
1962).
6?"Over CO caldl the drivel of some bile who' read oothing but Which" in "Vcrs de Soci~,"
Pbilip Lukin, Collected Poems (Loodoo, 1988), p. 181.
Andrew Robertson, "'Tbe Campaigners," Twentich Cmtllry 176, 4 • In, I (1968-69); 10-11.
Leslie Adrian, Consuming IntDYSt.from The Speewor (Loodoo, 1961), aDd "RPM is the Shopper'
Eoemy," ew Outlook: A Liberal Magazine 21 (July 1963).
69"'Tbe Press Greets CR." Which? (WinteT 1958): 2 21.
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chief political and royal commentator), the FBI feared the program's "recom-
mendations and condemnations" were too likely to be "accepted uncritically."
As "the nature of the tele ision medium i uch that most viewers are likely
only to memorize the names of products which are either highly commended
or severely criticized" and that some brands were not tested, the FBI president
expressed "grave mi givings about the effects of this programme.,,70
Other criticisms were that in te ting goods, CA enjoyed the sort of monopoly
it deplored elsewhere and tested the public sector ii, health utiJities-tes
than the private sector. It was alleged to inhibit entrepreneurial spirit ne manu-
facturer upposed subjecting early cars to Which?' scrutiny might have taIled
further development. Motoring Which? prompted one motor trade journal to
suggest readers "might now be tempted to buy a bicycle.,,71 The "best buy
concept, that helped make Which? more user-tiiendly than Shopper' Guide
also riled manufacturers, but was not that wide¥ used. Only forty- even percent
of Which?' 1963 reports cited a "best buy.' 7
Mention of CA to Sir Harry Pilkington. chair of the S1. Helens glas makers
provoked "great irritation: A was a nuisance dido't understand the problems
of industry, was technically haJcy." CA admitted as much to the Molony Com-
mittee. There were amateurish errors in t ts and advice. Legions of apologia
were publi hed. Rover received one in 1963 when Which? confessed it had used
the wrong spark plugs and unjustly criticized the 110 model' performance.73
Trad jownal warned that Which? "has a trong sense of duty to the public
but does it fully recognise its re ponsibility towards the trade." CA faced four
libel oits in thi period. One was 10 t to the Woodgrange Metal Stamping Co.
Ltd. over a report on lead in its frying pans) but two of the others were unre-
solved. In th case of Imperial Domestic Appliance Ltd., the owner hot himself
hortly after hi action against Which? was di mi ed.74 More po itively, by its
second number Which? could claim to be improving tandards in industry: the
Co-op Wholesale Society responded to A critici ms of a kettle' handle and
70 • • Harri.soo (FBI President) to ir Anhur Fforde (Chair, B Governors), 14 February 1962.
A council minw (4 June 1962).
" Houlton. Which? Pu( (0 (IN! Test. p. I . "A M gnifying I on Faults." GClrQ8e and (or
Agen( (13 January 1962). Similarly for Rub Twner Morris. U: AI. (hods. Impli a/iollS.
Weobte.ss and Strengths ew London, ., 1971), pp. 56.
l1John Martin. George W. mith, The onsumer In/ / (l.oodon, 1968). pp. I 5.
7 Richard Hoggan, A Measured Lifi: Part An Imagined Ufi ew Brunswick, 1994). p. 63.
The suggestion that a dry battery on a flJ'C a good cleaner required 100,000 postcards to
be SC1lt to prevent bscribc:rs foUowing the advice. Roberts. Which? 15. p. 3 . "Ro er 110." Whi h.
(June 1963): I 9.
74 Which? (Winter 195 ): 21. A." for A speakers," p. 9. Transcript. interview AJistair
~, pp. 13 37. A13.
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spout In 1966 Roberts' reported a number ofsafety measures taken post-Which?
reports. BMC were interested in Motoring Which?'s t ts on chrome corrosion.
Although more often, as Morris mana1ers told in 1965, motor manufacturers
felt Which? was biased against them.7
CA was at pains to stress producers and retailers whatever their instinctive
unease could use its research. Cro land repeatedly asked, "what inOu nce i
CA having on manufacturers?" Lord Sainsbury, pre ident of the upermarket
chain, explained in 1969: "my own firm welcomed the establibment of the
Consumers' Association...because we believe that responsible retailers could
benefit from a better informed consumer." But Sainsbury a noted upporter of
Labour's social democrats, was an exception to judge by an early London School
of Economics (LSE) tudy that found Which?'s influence on busin "very
slight,,76
CA asserted the credibility besides independence of its testing and sampling.
Its propensities were scientific, but it also improvised-in 1963, 100 people
walked each day for six months over select carpets to te t their durability. 77
Whatever criticism its car testing drew, the novelty of its efforts was endorsed
by authoritative pens like ex-Formula One racing driver Tony Broo ,the Ob-
server's motoring correspond nl78
U1
Another criticism, leveled by the Molony Report, was that CA' council was
"oligarchic and self-perpetuating." In response, the number of "ordinary mem-
bers" who elected the council was extended from 231 to I 343 in 1968. Until
then, the council selected "ordinary members." "Associate members" (without
voting rights) could DOW apply, subject to council vetting.79 Vetting prevented
a takeover by manufacturers or adverti rs. But the seeming indifference of CA
7S W1UcJr? (Winter 1958): 3...Eirtys Roberts Writes:' W1Ikh? (June 1966): 179. Healy, ..Reactioos
10 the CIr Supplemeot'" CA Q)uoci) min 12 Febnwy 1962). Tf'IDICripl of imerview with
Jeao.ifer Jeokios, p. 128. eM A13.
7 Croslaod. in Roberts. "CA' part in the design of Products." Casper Brook, W W1Ikh? cata-
Iyst," 1M MaItager (July 1961), pp. 540-42. Sainsbury introcIucina Goldman. WAn or Science?,"
p. I. K.. Gales, T. M. F. Smith, WA Pilot Study of the Impect of Which?'" (LS May 1961), p.
II, eM A27.
"'1'be How IDd Why of Wlrich?," pp. 10,31. Jeremy MilCbeU, 1'cstina for Wlrlcil?: Some Sta-
tistical Problems," Applied Slatut; 12, 2 (1963). Casper Brook, wRcsean:b by Cooswners," fro.
oomics Section, British Associatioo for the Advancement of Science, AMual Meeting (1961), AA
A27. Wllleh? (March. April 1963).
"FrIOCis Williams, "Which? peper do you r-n." no SlatUtrlalt (19 JIIlUIJ)' 1962).
"FiDaJ Repon of the Committee 00 Coosumer Procectioo, Cmod. 17 I (July 1962), J*'L 3
Tborelli IDd Tbore1li, eo.u-r ltifomtation Handboo/c, pp. I IS.
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members was also a barrier to wholesale democratization. CA estimated its "very
active" members who joined local groups on top of subscribing to Which?, at
around 20,000 in 1962--6% of the membership. Yet "ordinary" membership
was much smaller than thi . A much as CA aspired to a constituency wider
than its own members and to "populari ing the idea of discriminating consump-
tioo," it also faced activating its own members. A reportedly high turnover of
members also sustained the council's control.80
However, as Jim Northcott, a founder member of CA' 1956 prototype, the
British Association of Consumers (BAC), bas noted, CA's "democratization"
prevailed against its wider aims since the membership were les radically-
minded than the council. A 1964 urvey revealed that by far the most popular
new paper ofCA members was the Daily Telegraph (one of "the posh papers").
Gallup reported in 1962 that most Which? subscribers were "intent on value for
money" but that there was "no evidence that members joined for the purpose
of achieving reform, reform being taken in the ense of manufacturing better
goods for all as a de irable end in itself. ,81 For some, this weighed against
extending democracy. Crosland argued, ''people join CA (as it now is)...to pur-
chase a service, namely, reports of consumer lets' and this made it more "like
the AA or RAC...than a political party or trade union" and majority rule less
pressing. Indeed democracy would escalate "the risk of capture by an unscru-
pulous minority pressure group" since (in a revealing phrase) most CA members
"would be incapable of an intelligent selection among t competing candi-
dates."S2
CA' coterie were an elite of experts-many with ivil Service backgrounds
and ten of the fifteen council members in 1967 Oxbridge educated; and mo t~
male-as early as 1958 there were calls for more women members on council.
Politically, it attempted to be neutral. The Conservative was Phillip Goodhart
for most of this period. Dick Hornby had been the intended replacement for the
first, Geoffrey Ripon, but was barred by hi consultancy worlc for United States'
advertisers J. Walter Thompson. Vice-president Jennifer Jenkins supplied a note
with her Labour M.P. husband' appraisal of the candidates to replace Ripon.
Plumping for Goodhart, it described Ted Leather as a "show-off," Julian
lOon!\, "Who Reads Which?:' p. 7. Paper ;' council minuteS 13 September 1959). HouIlOD,
WhJcIr? PIn to the Test, p. 13.
"Interview. Jim onbcoct, 14 February 2001. Mitchell, "Rcsu1ts ofQucstioonai.re.. (1964), pp. 12.
Gallup Poll, Whi.cJr?: FillOl Report (May tember 1962), p. 2. AA A14.
Crosland, "1'be Constitution of CA" (21 January 1964), land Papers, LSE. I.
UFOI' c:x.ample Maurice Healy came 10 CA from !be~' Office at !be Board of Trade. CA
council minutes (9 January 1955) TboreUi and Tborelli,~r /nfonnation Handbook. p. 14.
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RidsdaJe as "rather stupid," and Enoch Powell as "able and clever, but unbal-
anced" Crosland, too was "very much against" Powell.84
CA confessed to "a predominance of LSE people, Hampstead residents
and..left-wing intellectuals" amongst its leaders. As its sense of expertise could
inflect CA's approach and annoy members, so could its metropolitan and left
leanings. A 1965 survey found some potential subscribers were put-off by per-
ceptions of CA as '''anti-business: iconoclastic or 'left-wing.'" Which? was
distributed from Hertford, but CA staff were not a suburban breed. Attempts to
move to Harlow in 1964 were thwarted by London staff and lead to Casper
Brook's resignation. As Brook's assistant Alistair MacGeorge remembered, ''the
New Town...and Harlow in particular, were not exactly...bastions of cultivated
life, as far as CA's staff were concerned.',85
The "active members" of the BAC, besides Young, Northcott (like Brook at
The Economist Intelligence Unit), and the Goodmans, included staff from Po-
litical and Economic Planning (PEP); the British Productivity Council; the Gov-
ernment Social Survey; Anne Jackson (former head of the Board of Trade's
Consumer Needs Division) and LSE historian Donald Watt Its wider network
included Joan Robins of the National Council of Women and Gerald Gardiner
QC, later Wilson's Lord Chancellor, who re-assured the group that test reports
would not necessarily incur the libel law . Conservatives included the Bow
Group's Michael Haynes and M.P.s John Vaughan-Morgan and Patricia
Mclaughlin. From Labour were M.P.s Arthur Bottomley, Bert Oram, John Ed-
wards S~dney Irving, and Elaine Burton (a longstanding consumer cam-
paigner).
The Labour revisionist presence in CA circles was discernible. An early pet
project borrowed from revisionism-tbough scuppered through fear of endan·
gering test impartiality-was to buy a share in Britain's leading fifty companies.
Young, in tum, backed revisionist projects.87 Discriminating readers might be
wondering at the relationship between consumerism and quitting Labour. Bill
Rodgers was a Good Food Club council member from 1965; Dick Taveme
joined CA council in 1965 and Shirley Williams (Prices and Consumer Protec-
tion Minister, 1974-76) replaced Crosland on it in 1964. All later quit La-
14CA Council minu (7 July, 5 August. 3 NovembeT 1958).
oces of informal Council meeting, 0aldIDds Pad: HOleI, Weybridge, (14-15 Ocwber 1961), p.
13. "Weybridge File," COUDCiI pIPerS. Rodnighl, "A Small·scale Psychological Survey," p. 22. Tran-
script, interview with MacOeorge, p. 133.
I6aritisb Associauoo of Coosumers ovembeT 1956). CAA A27.
I7CA Council minu (17 ovembeT 1957). Also "Weybridge File" DOleS, p. 12. GaitskeU attended
CA's 1958 Christmas party, council minUleS (5 Jaouary 1959). Young was co-fuoder of Mart
Abrams, Ricblrd Rose, MJut lAbour Lose? (Hannoodsworth, 1960).
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bour did Young when the Social Democratic Party (amongst whose founders
were Shirley Williams and Bill Rodgers) formed in 1981. Douglas Houghton,
Oeni Howell, Gordon Borrie (a Birmingham Consumer Group founder), and
Michael Summerskill (later 1960s chair of the ational Federation of Local
Consumer Group ) were other CA revisioni ts of note. The social democratic
link was evident elsewhe ucb as between "Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Ver-
braucherverbande" and West Gennany' SPD.
The Board of Trade's Parliamentary Secretary, John Rodgers M.P., told Brook
in 1959 that he considered only one of its Vice Pre idents and council mem-
bers-Dame Katherine Elliot (later Consumers' Council chair and ex-chair of
the ational Union of Conservative Associations)-to be on the political right.
"Too many" Rodgers continued, "did ring a bell left of the political centre"
for CA "to claim complete political impartiality." 9 These included the Liberal
and Labour Party leader's wives;90 Jennifer (married to revisionist Labour MP
Roy) Jenkins; Sir Julian Huxley (a CND founder); Franci Williams (ex-Daily
Herald editor)' trade unionist Jack Tanner and Gerald Gardiner, beside Young.
Recruiting Tories was difficult-Lady Macmillan rejected a Vice-Presidency-
but greatly occupied CA. Young recommended Conservatives like Robert Ap-
pleby Black and Decker managing director and an FBI/CBI advisor) to "ordi-
nary membership" to redress the perceived imbalance.91
There were Conservative influenc James Douglas a CA founder and coun-
cil member from 1960, became Director of the Conservative Party Research
Department (for which be had worked ince 1950) in 1970. Peter Goldman,
CA's director 1964-87, was a finnly "one nation" Tory and director of the
Conservative Political Centre from 1955. Goldman came to CA having 10 t a
by-election in the suppo edIy safe Tory ubwban commuter seat of Orpington
in 1962. Tbi was commonly ascribed (besid a credit squeeze and the anti-
Semiti m of foes and allies) to "the lack of provi ion of shopping facilitie to
rve rapid population growth" being blamed on the local Tory establishment.
Good Food Guide (1965-66): 6; Wh h? August 1966): 259: A Couoc:il miDules (14 Dcc:embcr
1964). Borrie Director GeoeraI of the Office of Fair TflIlding. 1976-92. Labour's Social Justice
mmissioo c.bair, 1992 , and succeeded Rodgers ASA cbair in 2002. Morse, ~ CoflSllIMT
Mo\,-.ent, p. 201.
Rcpon of Rodgers-Brook meeting (16 December 195), A ouncil minutes (5 January 1959).
9ODora GaitskeU a " imple lifer" of like Laski-"wbom no <lOC•••thought of as baving
any domestic inten:sts whatever," Robens. Which? 25, p. 25. A bad a certain immunity to worldly
trapp' Young expressed distaste fOf HoUywood' "unreal world of wealth and trivial emo-
tioos," Labour Party Research Department (LPRD). Rd. 43, "Enjoyment ofLcisure" (February 1947).
"Director' leuer II, CA minutes 9 March 1960). ominatioos for Ordinary membership," A
council minutes (12 February 1962). ruc, A_I Report (195 ). pp. 292 3.
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Interviewed by five Labour members for CA's directorship Goldman's appoint-
ment was resisted by Crosland.92
The perception that CA leaned leftwards-again like CU, which was ubject
to Communist accusations and later targeted by McCarthyism-was one reason
why it was Dot appointed to the Molony Committee in 1959.93 Equally, that
Rodgers also told Brook he thought CA lOa very considerable force" meant there
was something to CA's claim to credit for the Committee's creation and the
Consumer Council that resulted from it. In discus ions of Molony~Young told
CA council lOwe are obviously partly responsible for thi report."
CA was actually '"fairly nervous" that Molony might teal its thunder by fund-
ing a rival tester of goods.95 An emergency council in October 1961 stres ed
the expansion of CA's comparative testing, to rai e the cost and thereby decrease
the likelihood of a Conservative or Labour government funding a testing rival.
Ultimately, Molony concurred with CA that a testing body hould be "inde-
pendent of industriak commercial and advertising interests and free from gov-
ernment influence."
CA's success was also an excuse for the Consumers' Council's abolition after
the 1970 election. The Conservative manifesto had praised its efforts but An-
thony Barber's post-election "mini budget" ended its grant. In the penultimate
Focus, the Council warned consumers "now you're on your own" but the gov-
ernment disagreed. Heath, who had been President of the Board of Trade when
the Council was established, now thought that the answer to the question of
''whether the work that is required for the consumer should be done by a go -
ernment-sponsored body" was "that there are now other organisations." The
prime minister's policy was one of"not using public money for objectives which
can be achieved by private enterprise concerns using private money." These
were references to CA. 97
92Corit.spoodeuce, James Douglas (8 JlDuary 2003). Jotm Ramsden, T1te MokirIg of COftsnvarive
PtlI'f)' Policy: T1te COftsel"VQtive Roet1TCh IXpartment sin« /919 (Loudon, 1980), ch. 10. Ken
Youna. "OrpiDatoa aDd the 'Liberal Revival· ... in By-Elections in Srillsh Politics. cds.• Chris Cook.
Jobo Ramsden (Loodon. 1997). p. 171. Peter Goldman. Some Prlndplu ofUln.scvatism (Loudon,
1961), Transcript, intaView with Goldman, p. 2.
9)See Morse.~ Movemml. ch. v.
94Rodgers_8rook meeting (16 December 1958). Youna in CA Council minutes (30 July 1962).
';-tlllSa'ipl of inlCrViews with Elizabeth Aclaoyd, Mawice Healy. CAA, A13. pp. 65. 113.
96..Weybridge File" ooces, pp. 1-2. It was DOCCd the Liben1s were apinst • state subsidy. A.
Evide1t« SubmitUd to t~~I Co_itt on UlfISIIIMT Prot«llon (March 1960), pp.
15-16. CAA All. Cmad.1781. J*'L851.
97 Focus (JlDuary 1971): 1.23-24.
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Without over-playing thi as evidence of an early (and later abandoned) neo-
liberal agenda ofcutting public spending ince the council' grant at £240,000
was hardly ub tantial t something of a u-turn was effected in 1972 with
the appointment of a Mini ter for Consumer Affairs does lend such an interpre-
tation some credence. Consumerists like Cro land charged Heath with pursuing
a laissez faire dogma but that it was flawed ince, "competition will not work
properly unle the consumer i well informed." And Cro land deduced con-
umers were not well informed, not least ince there was .. 0 little public protest"
at the di mantling of the Consumer ouncil. Con umeri ts (and from rosland'
point of view, Labour too) felt they had to contend not only with the Tory
government but public attitudes and indifference al .9 Many at CA suspected
the appointment of De Wilson as the Council' next director had ealed its
fate. Wilson was the radical director of Shelter99the national campaign for thehomeless and likened by some to Ralph ader.
If not on the left, CA's founding figure and thinking were of the left. Like
Labour it saw a "world ofbewildering ariety controlled to an increasing degree
by large companies," in which "the consumer lands almost alone." The vital
difference was CA's embrace of the consumer, whom it imagined con ening
and educating ut a category with which the formal left was uneasier. The left
instinctively uspected con umeri m of indulging insatiable wants rather than
meeting legitimate needs and valued labour more highly than con umption. It
was not as though Con ervati es easily embraced what they often saw as ca alier
materialism, but the left' puritan were particularly vocal. The reservations
about consumers them el e such opinions often contained, remain d latent in
CA. IOO
There was upport in Labour circle for a consumer advi ory servic . Young
first propo cd a scheme in 1950 and it was periodically revived uch as by
Northcott's 1953 Fabian pamphlet. 101 onsumer protection debates at Labour
Women' conferences regularly applauded CA. But on the whole the preference
was for state protection. Thus while they di mi ed on grounds of co t the advice
. A. R. Cros1and, Socialism 0 (London, 1973), p. 7. The extent of Heath' nco-Tbalcberi.sm
is discussed in wen Green, "That berism: An H'oricaJ Perspective:' Transoctions oj the Ro '01
Historicol SocieJ)'. 6th SCf.. 9 1999).
99 Focus (September 1970): 14. 1bore1li and Thorelli, onsumer Injormation Handbook, p. 167.
'00ub0ur Party. Fair DetJljor the Shopper London. 1961), p. 6. See Martin Smith, The Consllmer
as fi r SocklJism (Loodoo. 19 ), pp.
IOllim onbcou, Valli jar Money? The Cas jar a nsumen' ,.",. Service (London, 1953).
The pamphlet ridiculed advertisers claims and encouraged b Hugh Gai ell, ortbcott to
Gaitskell (IS March 1952). Hugh Gaitskell Papcn, oj ersity lIegc Loodon, and interView,
ortbcott.
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of the free-market Conservative Peter Thomeycroft that disgruntled consumers
hould consult a solicitor was membership of CA at ten shilling per year
thought costly.102
CA was more born of frustration with Labour' indifference to consumer
matters and marginalizing of consumeri ts like Young. Presciently, Elaine Bur-
ton wrote to Hugh GaitskeU early in 1956 warning, «the time is ripe to deal
further with thi consumers" angle or "it will be 'lifted' from us entirely." Burton
was referring to CA's imminence besides direct political competition. Labour's
insouciance remained in some measure despite (if not because of) CA' lobby-
ing. A Glasgow delegate to the 1970 Labour Women' conference felt this bad
been fatal in the election and that "more hould have been said about the Trad
Description Act," passed in 1968 in ord r to give a better impression "about
what the Labour government bad done for the consumer." 103
Symptomatic of the Labour movement' standoffi bn towards modem con-
sumerism, the Co-op rejected the GaitskeU Commis ion' modernizing proposal
in 1958. CA was disappointed at thi feeling the Co-op was failing consumers'
expectations and its own aspirations. But for its part the Co-op was critical of
CA's vision. Echoing consumer-sceptic like Raymond Williams and J. B. Pri-
estley, who felt the category of consumers was complicit with capitalim, private
acqui itiven , and a restricted view of citizens the bead of economics research
at the International Co-Operative Alliance argued in 1963 that, "to inform a
consumer about the relative merits of different products enables him to become
a discriminating consumer rather than an active consum r," and as such "his
role is still essentially a passive one."I04
Young bad a background in PEP besides Labour's Research Department.
PEP's Planning bad asked in the 19305: "When will Consumers wake up?" and
stressed consumer besides producer responsibiliti "the British consumer who
alway eats whatever is set before him must share with the British restaurant
and hotel the reproach of falling behind French tandards of cooking and serv-
ice." A 1935 article wondered. "can the consumer form some sort of 'trade
union' which will look after hi interests" or "set...up voluntary research asso-
ciations." Links remained-Ray Goodman chaired PEP in the early 19505 and
I02See Lobotu Womens CotrfD"mCl! (1958), pp. 1 17; (1959), p. 45; (1963), pp. 2~30. Also
Lobour Women (Febnwy 1958).
100Bunoo to GaitskeU (24 Febnwy 1956), GaitskeU Pepers, 310. Lobour W~n s ConlD"mCl!
(1970), p. 27.
l~. D. Boggis, "Which? Way," Co-opuative Party Momh/y ewslmer (Sepcember 1963), and
Casper Brook, in RICA. BrlJlsh O>-Operatfves: A Con.rumen' MovtmmJ (Loodoo. 1964), pp. 3,
31-32.
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it joined the burgeoning debate on consumer protection or enlightenment in
1960.105
Many expected Labour to enact the consumer advisory service idea Young
inserted into the 1950 manifesto, but Harold Wilson' assessment at the Board
of Trade was that cost outweighed likely benefit. Young deduced from this that
(unlike Sweden) state involvement in testing of goods was likely to curbed by
cost; the resonance of the idea, ince it topped a Gallup Poll of popular manifesto
proposals; and (from a Treasury Solicitor) that the libel law would not prevail
against such an exercise. 106
Young was disenchanted with the bureaucracy that accompanied dirigisme
under Anlee. This was registered in his 1949 pamphlet Small Man. Big World
as was a sense that the limits to popular participation in state schemes made
voluntary activity more practicaL 10 Small Man. Big World, Young reflected on
the "problem of apathy" and how "often there seem to be far more opportunities
than people wishing to take advantage of them." Disappointment that the people
seemed not to have responded to Labour's state initiatives was common on the
left. But using the state to bypass it or as a Fabian tudy of the nationalized
industries' consumer councils sugge ted, de-centralization to local government,
were commoner responses than turning to a voluntarist approach, as Young
did. 107
There was a DIY sense to CA at its outset, of an unpaid, volunteer corps of
amateur dedicated pioneers. IO Edward Shils described Young in 1960 as a
"bold amateur" lizing inno ative organizations against the odds. There
might be no Briti h Nader, but, as Daniel Bell put it, likening Young to Victorian
social researchers and refonners from Chadwick to Booth, there was ''no Ameri-
can figure like Michael Young."I09 Although through the 19608 the renaissance
lG.SpEP, "Wbco will the coosumer wake up?," Planning 9 (29 December 1936), p. 2; ''The eeds
of the Coosurner'" Planning 3 23 October 1934), p. 4; ''The Outl k for Coosumers," Planning
63 (3 December 1935): 3. "Coosumet Protection and Enlightenmenl." Planning 441 (25 April 1960).
I~. Freedman, G. Hemingway. aliono/isalion and tM! Consumer, Fabian Research Seri ,139
(1950), p. 3. LPRD, R. 176, "A onsumer Advisory Service" ovember 1952). CorTespoodcnce,
Young, 19 Much 2001.
I07Michael Young,"Ecooomi Planning and atiooalisalion," in Fabian Sociely. Czechoslowwa:
Six SrwJk.s in ReconstrllClion (London, 1948); idem., Small Man, Big World: A Discussion of .s0-
cialist Dmtoaocy (London. 1949), p. 9; Peter Wilmott and Michael Young, Family and Kinship
in East London(1957; reprint Hannoodswonh. 1986). Freedman and Hemingway, aliono/isation.
I See recollections of the cramped. loping Which? offices at Great SL James Street, Jemny
Mitchell. "A Triptych of Organisation: A. SSR, ;' in Geoff Deocb. Touy Flower, Kate
GaVl"Ol1, cds., Young at Eight)': 71Je Prolifi PubJi Ufe of Michoel Youn (Maocbester. 1995), p.
10.
I~ Shils, "00 the Eve;' Twentieth CnttuT)' (May 1960): 452. Daniel BeU. "lntroductioo,"
in Michael Young. Social Scientist as Innovator (Cambridge M ., 1983), p. ix.
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men and women lending a band to all manner of activiti gave way to a degree
of profi ionalizatioD and specialization. Likewi ,the social vi ion po ing
CA increasingly indulged its audience' tast .
By 1960, in The Chipped White Cups 01Dover, Young contended "clas based
on production i lowly giving way to tatus based on consumption as the centre
of social gravity" in modem Britain. Since Labour and the Conservatives were
producer-dominated., be proposed a consumers' party. The Fabians refused to
publi b Young' free thinking. Although the ugg tion Labour could accom-
modate itself to a progressi e, consumer politic did recommend itself to the
revisionist likes of Cro land, wbo argued, "a I ft-wing party bould alway be
in the an of consumer radicalism." A Gallup poll found twenty-five percent of
voters would upport Young's new party--and more Conservative than Labour
voters from the 1959 election, suggesting that, as with CA, it was a mainly
Conservative audience that was mobilized by consumer i ues. Young envi-
ioned a "one nation" party to arrest Britain' declin iscerning consumers
would improve the production quality and competitiven of industry and off et
the wage-price spiral in a way the produceri t main parti could nOl.I 10
But som Which? researcb confounded Young' vi ion of "one nation" of
consumers, finding conflict at the point of sale rife between customers and sal
assi tants. One itant complained, "we are treated by the majority of middle
class customers as the domestics were treated 50 years ago"; another, endorsing
the Victorian dom tics analogy added, "the newly affluent working cl are
equally overbearing." For their part, customers were "fed-up with shop istants
who have no knowledge of the goods they are lling." CA was a product of
th demise of traditional bop assistants and growth of If-service bopping.
CA (and the labeling it put great store by) were sub titute knowledge sources
for the upennarket era. In this role A was percei ed, so one istant re-
counted, as accountable for customers wbo were "after their 'rights' which are
being drummed into them, but..do not know th ir 'responsibiliti .",111
To judge from the way the main parti clamored to associate themselv
with its uccess, CA was a potent political commodity. Which?' tenth anniver-
sary editio a "washing-machine edition" with fourteen pag of tests of twin-
tub and automatics-carried congratulations from Wilson, Heath, and Liberal
leader, Jeremy Thorpe. The politics of goods ucb as washing machines were
made (in part) by CA charging them with qualities of national economic per-
lIOyouog, Chipped Wltit lIpS, pp. I 20. roslaod. TIN! CofUervaJn £Mm)', p. 66. Trevor Smith,
Alitoo Youna. "Poli' IUd Michlel Youna." in Deuc:h, euI., YOfDIg at Eighty, p. 138 DOCC$ the
inlay of Shirley Williams beiDa the incumbem Fabian 0Wr.
"''''Customers write. ..Sbop Write," Wltidt? ovembcr 1967): 356-57. See abo Bart.ra
Usberwood, "'Mrs Housewife IUd Grocer': the Idvcul of self-savice sboppina in Britain," in All
the World and HD" Husband: Women ill Twemkt#t-Cmhny~ CIlIntn, MaP Andrews,
Mary M. Talbot, cds. (Loodoo. 20(0).
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formance and consumers' kill othing Ie indeed than the state of the nation.
At the same time CA was anxious to impres with the ort of political audience
it could command. Tribute to CA' ucce in raiing consumeri m's political
stock was further evident in the flUll)' of party political interest that accompanied
the imminent Molony Report 112
Young periodically revi ed the idea of a conswner party telling the audience
at a 1967 celebration of CA' first decade, including government ministers
Crosland (Board of Trade) and Tony Beon (Technology): "our trength i the
votes which consumers command...as I see it we are erving notice on the long-
establi hed political parties... if they fail to erve thi newly as erted consumer
int rest." One peaker endorsing Young' vi ion asked "i not the quality of
our environment more important than washing machines. " Others were "scared"
of a wider political role, fearing it "could endanger...the integrity and inde-
pendence...of our Association. ' For all the celebrations Young detected in th
party leaders' plaudits, that the consumer movement (CA included) was too
"accepted and respectable:' He bid the conference to a " pirit of militancy" for
''while the consumer movement bas been expanding the country of which it is
part bas been declining.,,113
Young's speech to the 1964 IOCU conferen was also cautionary. It high-
lighted three (Galbraithian) dichotomies facing the consumer mo ement: be-
tween the needs of rich and poor consumers; between commercial goods and
public services; and between the tandard of living and quality of life. So far
as the third was concerned, Young wondered, "i there nothing to the good life
except more and more refrigerators and 1V-sets?"-"are...consumers in funda-
mental agreement with industrialists...that all that i necessary to the good life
is to produce more better and cheaper goods?" Young felt that a full life need
not be a life fuller of consumer goods indeed "a fuller life...may for some
people also be a simpler life." By now sounding like William Morris (if not a
hippie). Young felt people might "make rational choices" and achieve "individ-
ual fulfillment" through "creative" or "co t1ess pleasures...the open air, the trees,
the ky." Conswnerism, be urged, " bould be ready for them:' At 1970' I<>CU.
Young combated influential (especially after 1968) critics like Frankfwt Scbool
philosopber Herbert Marcuse, who contempt for affluence was compounded
112Which? (October 1967): 292 3. Liberal Pany. Shopping: Ben r BlI) 1961}, and Connuner
Prot«tion (1962): Labour, Fair Deal: PhiUip Goodhart, James Douglas. Patricia Mclaugblio, John
Wood, Max Bemrose. lao MacArtbut, Choice: A ReporT on Consumer Protection (Coo.servative
Political Centre, Loodon, 1961); M. Haynes. AdI'Utising on Trial: 11te Cose for the Connuner
(Bow Group, l..oodoo. 1961) For A' view of these Which? (December 1961): 307.
1\l.,Proccedin of Coasumef Assembly,- pp. 22-23, 2 , 34, 3 . AI 1975' atiooal Coosumer
Ccqress YOUI\3 argued "Govemmerr now IcDO thaI elections are c:oosumers' elections.- RooaId
Wraith, 1M Conswrtu Cowe (l..oodoo. 1976), p. 6.
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by the impression that it induced conformism in CODSUlllerS. Young countered
that the consumer movement aimed to ensure "consumers can benefit from thfeJ
variety" of goods and spending power "instead of being overwbelmed by it." 1
IV
Studies of middJe-dass activism in the 19505 have often focused on CND,
yet CA was no more recondite. A "child...ofthe affluent ociety," profiting from
'the rapid growth of pW'Cbasing power," CA was as much constitutive of afflu-
ence as a product of it-and it construed affluence as a critic more than cheer-
leader. It felt it bad re-defined, even invented, the "consumer." "Once upon a
time there were no consumers, only peopl urrying in and out of sbop ...the
word consumer...was a technical term " Brook told the LSE in 1960 but now
"one regularly see or bears mentioned... consumer protection... repre-
sentation...education... research" and "Which? and CA...have played an impor-
tant~ in bringing about this change by arousing intere t in consumer mat-
ters." I IS Without overselling CA, discerning historians of post-war Britain would
be bard pusbed to discount its influence in advancing consumer interests.
For its members CA represented an attempt at differentiation from workers
emulating their lifestyles, but al in the mind's eye of its found 0 equip
newly affluent Britons to manage their spending power. CA was trying to make
affluence better. CA's educative impul were recognizably BB -like-po i-
tively (or negatively, as those who experienced it as do-gooders uggested) Vic-
torian at times. Rational consumption (like recreation), self-help and improve-
ment were CA's bywo although a voluntarism in tandem with the state.
Common ground can be identified between post-war consumeri m, individual-
ism. and aspirational values under lbatcher (herself an invoker of "Victorian
values"). Besides the "last Victorian," Brigg dub Young a "social entrepre-
neur." Another parallel was with Mass Observation (MO), urveyors of "ordi-
nary" life from the 19305. Like CA, MO aimed via field research, to speak for
the voicele ,but this broader vision proved bard to realize. Mary Adams head
of BBC TV talks and instrumental in broadcasting Choice, bad been a key MO
recruiter and was CA chair 1958-59 while Young was at Stanford. 1l6
lbat CA lends itself to multiple readings demonstrates Which?craft's eclecti-
cism. The air of what Marwick termed inter-war "middle opinion" e inter-
war ''third way"-was redolent in CA's attempt to synth ize elements of left
1l4Report of JOCU, 3rd Coofereoce, Oslo (JUDe 1964), pp. 13 37. eM A21. 8ri • YOII"" p.
25.
llSariggs, Young. p. 285. UtrpublisMd Draft for ew Soc1ely. "Cool ClUtomu.s"~bu /963).
p. /. CMpu BI"OOk. "DewlopmDlt aNi Problmu of Cotuumen' Association." LSE ScmiDIr 00
Problems in 1Ddusuial Adminisuatioo (2 Febnwy 1960), p. I, eM A27.
Il~ck., Sixti ,p. 802. Penny SllllllDCffie~ MMass-Observatioo: social raearch or social mo e-
menl?," Joumol of Conlemporary History 20 (19 5).
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and right and collectively articulate individual consumerism. CA bas been cast
as a quintessentially modernist project-fational, scientific and forward-looking
vis-a-vis post-modernism' playful, no talgic, and aesthetic qualitie . It also ex-
hibited the key cbaracteri tic of modernity deployed in a recent (Giddens in-
fluenced) account of po t-war Britain---ex~rt knowledge sy tems tailored to an
expanded sense of s If and popular choice. 11 7
Hilton' situating of CA in an evolution of consumer politic that in conditions
of abundance not scarcity "acted more as a 'watchdog' to busine rather than
a radical altemati e to it," accepted the business imperativ of the Molony
Committee and an "individuali (-customer' rather than "active-citizen" con-
sumer reverberates with contemporary critics like the Co-op Priestley or Wil-
liams. For Hilton, that CA' vi ion tallied with classical economic model eased
its relations with the state, but dimini hed its potential as an alternati e politic .
CA wi hed to insert consumeri minto th corporati market consensus not con-
t (it. However much thi was so, it neglects the extent to which A conceived
itself an "information co-op." I I
EI where, Hilton bas suggested A activi ts are be ( understood as a pro-
fe ional habitus (in Bourdieu' terms) deciding their own dispo ition on con-
sumer i ues, elf-determining rather than fashioned by their middle-clas tatus.
But tbi compelling account of its acti i t milieu and world outlook marginalizes
the i ue of CA's audience. CA was not at liberty to construct and articulate a
consumer politics irrespective of its audience. Its character and fortune were
not determined by its audience, but constrained by it in ignificant way th
those that remained beyond CA' reach and the participation of many of its
own members. Tbi curbed CA' broadr intentions and ambitions, resulting in
its sometimes di paraging tone towards consumers and its chief ucce being
to tail middle class living. To reach I affluent consumers state intervention
proved necessary, in the form of the . Tum r Morris' conclusions that the
United States' CU, "service the affluent and pri i1eged"; that its legislative
efforts benefitted the poor more than U itself (hinting at limits to independent
con umer politics); and that ultimately, "the ocial reformers who tarted...Con-
sumers Union hoped for a mass movement; they got a clas mo ement," rec-
ommend themselves for CA too. 119
117A. Marwick, ~MiddJe Opinion in the Thini : Planning. Pro aDd Political •Agreement,•;'
English Historical Rn>i 79 1964). Alan Aldridge.·1lle nstruetioo of Rational onsumption
in Whih? mapz:ine: The More BI the Better?:' Sociology 2 .4 (1994). Becky CooeIcin. Frank
Mon. Chris WIla1. eds.. Moments of Modernlt)': R«:ons/11ICJing BritQin.. 1945-64 (Loodon, 1999).
II Hilton aDd Oaunton. MMateriaJ Pol.iti ;' p. 25; OOSUJDCT Politics,~ p. 257; aDd 1"be Female
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Far from transcending the existing political parti "interests" CA experienced
a related problem in its struggle to reach ignificantly beyond the ranks of al-
ready comparatively advantaged consumers. That a consumer "interest" of more
far-reaching posibiliti was difficult to convene, ugges th extent of change
ushered in by aflluen e was quite partial and mapped onto existing patterns of
cl , wealth, and gend r. The reluctance of the consumer to emerge more in-
gularly onto the tag of citizenship and politic was then not only due to A'
articulacy or conception of them. Not least, in indubitably rai ing the political
salience of the consumer "interest," its discourse w assimilated by official
politics. In this respect A hifted the boundari of "the political." The speed
of assimilation was tribute to CA' su as much its ease ignaling its
bortcomings if also tribute to the ability of parti to refurbi b their identities
for electoral (if not m mbership) purpo . Like A their remit was not limit-
I ,but enhanced by being able to exercise state power.
CA' discourse cannot solely explain its fortune, but Which?craft doe bear
ignificance. Just as CA could not invent i audience, nor did it simply reflect
them or social change. Like mo t elite rep entations of affluence Which?craft
inclined towards the need for improvement. CA conceived affluence in austere
terms, privileged function and use over pleasure and thi limited i purchase
on the changes affluence involved. In another CA founding story it was in
1953, before rationing ended, that the Goodmans' di ti faction with Briti h
central beating led them to contemplate a British version of Consum r Report .
Goldman reflected on CA' founding that: "th y got th timing...by judgment
or by accident, absolutely rigbt...wb n all forms of rationing...bad just ended;
wben the shops were beginning to fill with...m rchandise and people clustered
for the infonnation like hungry paupers round a soup kitchen." Central beati.ng
and soup kitcben conjure up an austerity and nec i ripp , Britain, more
than the luxuries of choice and indeci ion affluence afforded. Which? editor
Eirlys Roberts-wbo on an veryday basi ' t the tone for the magazine"-per-
sonified thi . Sbe was educated in classic at Cambridge; worked with the UNO
relief agency in post-war Albania and a Public Relations Officer for Cripps'
Treasury; lived in a babby, late Geor~ bouse in London's King' ro and
drove a ten-year old 1952 Mom Minor. l20 If, poce CA, symbolic tore i put
by lifestyle, this said much about CA.
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